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Abstract

This article describes a dispensation order generation al-
gorithm for genotyping using the Pyrosequencing method.
The input template of the algorithm is a slightly restricted
regular expression over the DNA strings that can be ex-
pected in a given sample. The algorithm computes a dis-
pensation order that allows for determining, for each poly-
morphism in the input template, the genotype of any sam-
ple.

The algorithm has the structure of a non-deterministic
rewrite system, which gives rise to a search tree. We show
that within any branch of the search tree, the rewrite sys-
tem is confluent and terminating. We use nogood gener-
ation and limited discrepancy search to prune the search
tree and to focus the search for shorter dispensation orders
before looking for longer ones.

The algorithm as described herein assumes samples
from a diploid genome, but can readily be generalized to
general

�
-ploid genomes.

Keywords: Sequence Analysis, SNP Analysis, Rewrite
Systems, Nogood Generation.

1 Introduction

The Pyrosequencing sequencing method was devel-
oped (Nyrén, Pettersson & Uhlén 1993, Ronaghi,
Karamohamed, Pettersson, Uhlén & Nyrén 1996, Ron-
aghi, Uhlén & Nyrén 1998) based on the combination of
four enzymes: (i) polymerase (bacterial), (ii) sulphurylase
(yeast), (iii) luciferase (firefly) and (iv) apyrase (potato).
In this way, the incorporation of a specific nucleotide can
be quantitatively detected as visible light; see Fig. 1.

Assuming a monoploid input sample, each cycle of the
method proceeds as follows1: A specific nucleotide is dis-
pensed, i.e. added to the reaction, and is incorporated into
a strand of DNA if it matches the current base of the input
strand. If it matches a stretch of � bases, it is incorpo-
rated � times. Each incorporation event is accompanied
by emission of visible light with energy proportional to
the amount of incorporated nucleotide, i.e. to � , the num-
ber of matched bases. This contributes one peak of height� to a histogram capturing the outcome of the reaction.

Fig. 1 gives the impression that the nucleotides should
be dispensed in a cyclic order. While this is appropri-
ate for completely unknown sequences, it is very wasteful
in terms of reagents and throughput for single nucleotide
polymorphism (SNP) analysis, where all but the polymor-
phic part(s) of the input sequence is known. Hence, an
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1We ignore details of the chemistry and the issue of complementary DNA bases.

algorithm that can generate a custom dispensation order
for a specific SNP template is of great practical value.

In this article, we will develop such an algorithm for
generalized SNP analysis: it handles polymorphisms over
sequences of nucleotides rather than single nucleotides, as
well as templates containing multiple polymorphisms. In
fact, a template can be seen as a somewhat restricted reg-
ular expression, which recognizes a language (generates
a set of alleles). The general idea of the algorithm is to
transform an input template � into a dispensation order� , so that it allows any sample described by � to be un-
ambiguously genotyped2. This requirement will be made
more precise in Sect. 3.

Example 1
Suppose that we are given the input template3

���	�
����
�������������������������
���������������������������
�����������
���
���������
which contains 4 polymorphisms generating 24 alle-
les. A dispensation order � for this template is
CACAGATGATATC. Assuming that we are dealing with a
diploid genome, � admits unambiguous genotyping, for:

It can be shown that for any two pairs of al-
leles

�! �"$#%�
and

� � "	&��
, either the superimposed

histogram for
�! �"$#%�

is distinct from the super-
imposed histogram for

� � "	&��
, or, for each poly-

morphism, the multiset of alternatives present in� �"'#(�
equals the multiset of alternatives present

in
� � ")&'�

.

Consider e.g. the allele pairs
�!* �,+ �%�%�(�(�(�(�(��"-* �.+�%���%�(�%�(�(�(�(���

and
�/*�0 + �1���%�(�(�%����"2*%3 + �%�%�(���%�(�%�(�����

.
They are distinct pairs but represent the same genotype
considering one polymorphism at a time. So the fact
that the pairs yield identical superimposed histograms (see
Fig. 2) does not cause any ambiguity.

How can we arrive at a dispensation order � from a
template containing alternatives? We have taken the ap-
proach of a rewriting system, the goal of which is to re-
move all disjunctions while preserving the language being
recognized as well as ensuring that the obtained � is sepa-
rating. The algorithm consists of four components:

4 A rewrite system.4 A checker that tests whether � is separating.4 A generator of nogoods to help avoid non-separating
dispensation orders.4 A search procedure.

2In this case, 5 is called a separating dispensation order.
3The template notation is a variant of regular expressions and is defined in

Sect.2.



Figure 1: The Pyrosequencing method. A sample is analyzed wrt. a cyclic dispensation order AGTCAGTC... Assuming
a monoploid sample, the sequence CTGCTTAA is obtained.
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Figure 2: Alleles and histograms

The rest of the article is structured as follows: in
Sect. 2, we define some necessary notions and notations;
Sect. 3 defines a rewrite system for templates; Sect. 4 de-
scribes how to check the separation property; Sect. 5 de-
scribes the nogood generator; Sect. 6 gives the search pro-
cedure; Sect. 7 discusses related work and future direc-
tions. Finally, we conclude.

2 Preliminaries

We will need the following notation: sequence is de-
noted by juxtaposition; ? denotes the empty sequence; al-
ternatives are separated by @ ; A B 7�C B 8 C�D�D�D E denotes a list;FGF�H 7 C H 8�C�D�D�DJIGI denotes a multiset; parentheses are used
for grouping.

For a matrix K , KML denotes the N�OP row, and KRQS de-
notes the T1OP column. For two vectors U 7 and U 8 , U 7WV U 8
denotes their scalar product.

A DNA string or simply string is a sequence of the four
nucleotides X C)YZC	[\C)] . For a string 6 , ^
_	`2a�b 6dc denotes its
first nucleotide.

A node egf denotes a stretch of h nucleotides e , whereh is an integer if hjilk is fixed, or m otherwise. A linear
template is a possibly empty sequence of nodes where no
adjacent nodes have the same nucleotide. A polymorphism
is a number of alternative linear templates. A constituent
is a node or a polymorphism. A template is a sequence
of constituents. An input template is a template in which
all nodes have fixed multiplicity. For a template

H
, ^
_	`2anb H c

( oqpG`2anb H c ) denotes its first (last) constituent.
A dispensation order is obtained from a linear template

by taking the nucleotide sequence, ignoring the multiplic-
ities. A dispensation order r is separating if for each sam-
ple recognized by the given input template

H
, the following

property holds:

For each polymorphism s of
H
, r allows for de-

termining which alternatives of s actually occur
in the sample.

Given a dispensation order r and a string 6 ,t�u�vxw1t a�br C N C26dc denotes the height of the N�OP peak of the
histogram obtained from the Pyrosequencing reaction on6 wrt. r ; and _ u `�br C N C26dc denotes the residue of 6 , i.e. the
possibly empty unincorporated suffix of 6 , after comple-
tion of the N$OP cycle of the reaction wrt. r .
3 The Rewrite System

The goal of the rewrite system is to transform the input
template

H
into a linear one. This is done by applying

a rewrite procedure multiple times, until
H

is linear. In
each iteration, one or more polymorphisms are rewritten
away. Each iteration rewrites the template from a formy{z}|

to a form
y{z{~J|

where
y

and
|

are left unchanged
by the procedure, and

y
and

z�~
are linear templates. For

the dispensation order r obtained from
z�~

, the following
properties must hold:

In-phase. For any allele 6 generated by
z

, the Pyrose-
quencing reaction wrt. r will fully incorporate 6 but
will not incorporate any nucleotide of any allele gen-
erated by

|
.

Separation. r is separating.

Optimality. Preferably, r is as short as possible.

3.1 The Rewrite Procedure

The rewrite procedure is concerned with a variable region
of the template (

z
above). A variable region initially con-

sists of a single polymorphism. During the rewrite proce-
dure, the variable region may engulf one node of its left
context, and several constituents of its right context.

The rewrite procedure operates on the configuration� y C)�(C | C	��� where � is the polymorphism to be eliminated,y
is a linear template,

|
is a template, and ��� F � L I is the

set of alleles corresponding to the variable region. Each � L
is a list of strings and is interpreted as the allele formed by



concatenating its strings. Each ��� has the same number �
of strings. Each individual string � ��� arises either from an
alternative of some polymorphism, or from a single node.
Initially, ���R� and each � �/� is the string arising from one
alternative of � . Several examples are shown in the second
column of Fig. 3.� is used by the separation checker. For a fixed � ,�G� �������1� is the multiset of strings arising from the �%�� con-
stituent of the variable region.

There are four deterministic rules and one non-
deterministic one. The rules are applied until the poly-
morphism has a single alternative, which is the termina-
tion criterion for the procedure. The in-phase requirement
can be handled incrementally, whereas the separation re-
quirement can only be checked at the end of the rewrite.
We will now describe each rule. The rules are summarized
in Fig. 3.

3.2 Absorption Rule

Applies if we are in one of the following cases, where � is
a node with the same nucleotide as ���1�-�n��{� :  � is the first node of some alternative of � .  � is ¡
¢��-����£}� and � contains the empty sequence.

Then �q�G�2�n���{� is distributed into each alternative. Also, the
string arising from �q�G�2����{� is added to the front of each
element of � . This rule is language-preserving.

The motivation of this rule is to ensure the in-phase
property, and in particular the basic fact that each cycle
in the Pyrosequencing reaction incorporates a maximal
stretch of a given nucleotide.

3.3 Distribution Rule

Applies if the Absorption Rule doesn’t apply and we are
in one of the following cases, where � is a node with the
same nucleotide as ¡
¢��2�n�£}� :  � is the last node of some alternative of � .  One of the alternatives of � contains � , and another

one is the empty sequence.

Then ¡
¢��-����£}� is distributed into each alternative. Also,
the string arising from ¡
¢��-���£}� is added to the back of
each element of � . This rule is language-preserving.

The motivation of this rule is to ensure the in-phase
property.

3.4 Product Rule

Applies if none of the above rules applies and ¡
¢��-���£}� is
a polymorphism. Then � and ¡
¢	�2�n��£}� are replaced by a
single polymorphism over all combinations of their alter-
natives. A new � is obtained by adding the string arising
from every alternative of the second polymorphism to ev-
ery element of � . This rule is language-preserving.

The motivation of this rule is to ensure the in-phase
property. A careful analysis could perhaps reveal cases
where in-phase could be preserved without applying this
rule.

3.5 Factoring Rule

Applies if none of the above rules applies and all alterna-
tives of the polymorphism � begin with nodes with a com-
mon nucleotide, which is factored out into a node placed
in front of � . The factored node may have variable multi-
plicity, i.e. the rewritten template may recognize a superset
of the language recognized by the original template. � is
unchanged. Also, duplicate alternatives are removed from
the polymorphism.

This rule contributes to the transformation into a linear
template.

3.6 Ordering Rule

Applies if none of the other rules applies. One of the fol-
lowing rewrites is done:

1. If some alternatives begin with nodes with a com-
mon nucleotide, then it is factored out into a node
placed in front of � . This rewrite is tried for each nu-
cleotide that occurs in at least one leading node. The
nucleotide that starts the longest (in terms of nodes)
alternative is tried first. � is unchanged.

2. If the �1�� alternative is the empty sequence, then:

(a) ¡
¢	�2�n��£}� is distributed into each alternative.

(b) The single node of the �%�� alternative is factored
out and placed in front of � .

(c) The string arising from ¡
¢��-�n�£}� is added to the
back of each element of � .

This rewrite is tried last.

The factored node will have variable multiplicity, i.e.
the rewritten template will recognize a superset of the lan-
guage recognized by the original template. Also, duplicate
alternatives are removed from the polymorphism.

This rule contributes to the transformation into a linear
template. It also represents a choice-point in the rewrite
procedure, thus generating a search for a valid dispensa-
tion order. The purpose of the heuristic is to favor shorter
dispensation orders over longer ones.

Fig. 3 shows an example where this rule produces three
different rewrites from one template.

3.7 Confluence and Termination

The fact that the Ordering Rule is non-deterministic means
that the rewrite procedure generates a search tree with
choice-points corresponding to alternative rewrites by the
Ordering Rule. Each leaf of the search tree corresponds
to a linear template, which can be seen as a regular ex-
pression recognizing any string that is recognized by the
input template ¤ . Nevertheless, it is meaningful to con-
sider confluence and termination within a given branch of
the search tree, from the root to a leaf. Within a given
branch, each application of the Ordering Rule is commit-
ted to one particular choice. We summarize these proper-
ties in Prop. 1.

Proposition 1 For a given branch of the search tree, the
rewrite system is confluent and terminating.

Proof.

Confluence. Trivial, since all rules are mutually exclu-
sive, and � is a specific polymorphism.

Termination. The goal of the rewrite system is to rewrite
the configuration until only one alternative of � re-
mains. We will show that this is always done in a
finite number of steps. Consider first the effect of the
rules on the template:

  Absorption can be applied as the very first step
in a branch, and may also be applicable af-
ter a Product of two polymorphisms that both
contain the empty sequence as an alternative.
So the number of applications of Absorption
is bounded above by the number of polymor-
phisms.  Distribution, Product and Ordering (case 2) in-
corporate ¡
¢��2���£}� into � .  Factoring and Ordering (case 1) decrease the to-
tal size of � and emit one node into � .



Rule Template Rewritten Template¥
Rewritten

¥
Absorption ¦
§�¨¦�§�©�ª�§�«�¬
§ ¨¦({©�¦�§�ª�§�«-¬
§®%¯ ¦G°$± ¯ ª1°�² ®(¯ ¦Z±)¦1°$± ¯ ¦Z±)ª1°�²
Absorption ¦�§�¨³�©�ª�§�«-¦�§ ¨¦�§�©�¦�§�ª�§�«2¦�§®%¯ ³2°$± ¯ ª1°�² ®(¯ ¦Z±)³)°$± ¯ ¦Z±)ª1°�²
Distribution ¬\§�¨¦�§�©�ª�§�«-ª�§�´
§ ¬�§�¨¦�§�ª�§�©�ª(�«-´
§®%¯ ¦G°$± ¯ ª1°�² ®(¯ ¦Z±)ª1°$± ¯ ªZ±)ª1°�²
Distribution ¬ § ¨�³µ©G¦ § ª § ¦ § «-ª § ´ § ¬ § ¨ª § ©�¦ § ª § ¦ § ª § «�´ §®%¯ ³)°'± ¯ ¦(ª(¦1°�² ®%¯ ³�±	ª1°'± ¯ ¦(ª(¦Z±)ª1°�²

Product ¬
§�¨¦�§}©�ª�§�«�¨�³µ©�ª�§�´
§�«�¬
§ ¬
§�¨¦�§�©�¦�§�ª�§�´
§�©�ª�§�©�ª(�´
§�«�¬
§®%¯ ¦G°$± ¯ ª1°�² ®(¯ ¦Z±)³)°$± ¯ ¦Z±)ª%´%°'± ¯ ªZ±)³)°$± ¯ ªZ±)ª%´%°�²
Factoring ´ § ¨¦ § ´ § ©�¦  ª § ©�¦ § ª § «-¦ § ´ § ¦�¶G¨!´ § ©�ª § «-¦ §®%¯ ¦1´%°$± ¯ ¦(¦%ª1°$± ¯ ¦(ªG°'² ®(¯ ¦%´%°'± ¯ ¦(¦(ª1°'± ¯ ¦(ª1°'²
Ordering ´ § ¨�³µ©G¦ § ©G¦  ´ § ¦ § ©�ª § ¦ § «-¬ § ´ § ¦�¶�¨�³�©�´ § ¦ § ©�ª § ¦ § «�¬ §®%¯ ³)°'± ¯ ¦1°$± ¯ ¦%¦%´�¦1°'± ¯ ª(¦1°'² ®%¯ ³2°$± ¯ ¦1°'± ¯ ¦(¦%´�¦1°'± ¯ ª(¦1°�²
Ordering ´ § ¨�³µ©G¦ § ©G¦  ´ § ¦ § ©�ª § ¦ § «-¬ § ´ § ª�¶�¨�³�©�¦ § ©�¦  ´ § ¦ § «�¬ §®%¯ ³)°'± ¯ ¦1°$± ¯ ¦%¦%´�¦1°'± ¯ ª(¦1°'² ®%¯ ³2°$± ¯ ¦1°'± ¯ ¦(¦%´�¦1°'± ¯ ª(¦1°�²
Ordering ´ § ¨�³µ©G¦ § ©G¦  ´ § ¦ § ©�ª § ¦ § «-¬ § ´ § ¬
¶�¨�³µ©�¦ § ¬ § ©�¦  ´ § ¦ § ¬ § ©�ª § ¦ § ¬ § «®%¯ ³)°'± ¯ ¦1°$± ¯ ¦%¦%´�¦1°'± ¯ ª(¦1°'² ®(¯ ³n±)¬1°$± ¯ ¦Z±2¬%°$± ¯ ¦%¦%´�¦Z±2¬%°$± ¯ ª%¦Z±)¬1°'²

Figure 3: Rewrite Rules

Since · is finite and never grows, and the number of
applications of Absorption is bounded, ¸ can only be
expanded a finite number of times. After its last ex-
pansion, it takes at most © ¸�© applications of Factoring
and Ordering (case 1) to reach termination, where © ¸�©
is the total number of nodes of ¸ .

4 Separation Checker

The input of the checker is a candidate dispensation order¹ and a set
¥

of alleles, for one rewritten variable region.
In this section, we will describe how to test whether ¹ is
separating. The description will assume samples from a
diploid genome, but the method can be readily generalized
to general º -ploid genomes; see Sect. 7.

First, assume that © ¥ ©�»½¼ and © ¹ ©�»½¾ . We sim-
ulate the Pyrosequencing reaction on each element of

¥
wrt. ¹ , obtaining an ¼R¿À¾ matrix Á , where ÁÃÂÅÄÆ»Ç�È�É�ÊGÇ%Ë ¨ ¹ ±'Ì1± ¥ Â « .

Then, we check if the equation ÁÎÍqÏ>ÐÑÁ=ÍxÒÓ»ÔÁÎÕ)Ï>ÐÁ Õ Ò has any non-trivial solution for Ö § ±	Ö  ±2× § ±)× ÓØ ¯JÙ ±2¾W° .This is implemented by introducing a ÚÛ¿Ü¼ matrix Ý of
0/1-variables, posing the constraint system4:

Ö §ßÞ Ö Ö §ßà × §× §áÞ × Ö ãâ» × §Ö ãâ» × Ý §)ä » å Ù ± if æ.»çÖ §è ± otherwise

Ý �ä » å Ù ± if æ.»çÖ è ± otherwise

Ýµé ä » å Ù ± if æ.»Ñ× §è ± otherwise

Ýëê ä » å Ù ± if æ.»Ñ× è ± otherwiseÝ §íì Áïî§ ÐÃÝ ðì Áïî§ » Ý é ì Áïî§ ÐÃÝ ê ì Áïî§...Ý §íì Áïîñ ÐÃÝ ðì Áïîñ » Ý é ì Áïîñ ÐÃÝ ê ì Áïîñ

(1)

4The first five constraints are for breaking symmetries.

If a solution is found, it means that the allele combinations¨�Ö § ±)Ö  « and ¨!× § ±)×  « will yield identical superimposed his-
tograms for ¹ . This violates the separation property, if
these combinations represent distinct genotypes. That is
the case iff there exists a ò such that:®G® ¥ Í�Ïó�± ¥ ÍJÒ�ó%²1² â» ®G® ¥ Õ)Ï�ó�± ¥ Õ-Ò�ó%²1² (2)

If such a ò exists, we say that ¨�Ö § ±	Ö  ±)× § ±)×  ±òô« is a witness
to the fact that ¹ is non-separating, and the rewrite proce-
dure backtracks to the most recent application of Ordering
Rule, trying an alternative rewrite.

5 Nogood Generation

Having encountered a dead end, i.e. a dispensation order ¹
that is non-separating wrt. a given witness, we would like
to avoid finding in the future other dispensation orders that
are also non-separating wrt. the same witness. To this end,
we capture the dead end just encountered in a nogood, and
in the Factoring and Ordering rules, we check that the par-
tial dispensation order produced so far does not match any
nogood. Nogood recording (Schiex & Verfaillie 1994) is a
known technique for pruning the search tree in backtrack
search. It is well known that nogoods should be as general
as possible in order to be maximally effective.

Our first nogood generation scheme is based on the fact
that certain prefixes ¹�õ of ¹ may also be non-separating.
We capture this idea in the following proposition:

Proposition 2 Let ¹ be a dispensation order satisfying (1)
and (2) for alleles Ö § ±)Ö  ±2× § ±)×  and polymorphism ò . Then
for any prefix ¹ õ of ¹ satisfying the following conditions,
any dispensation order beginning with ¹ õ also satisfies (1)
and (2) for Ö § ±)Ö  ±)× § ±2×  and ò .

ö ·µÍ�Ïð»ç÷ Ènø ¨ ¹ õ ±�© ¹ õ ©Å± ¥ Í�Ï�« begins after polymorphism òö ·µÍJÒù»ç÷ Ènø ¨ ¹ õ ±�© ¹ õ ©Å± ¥ ÍJÒn« begins after polymorphism òö · Õ Ïð»ç÷ Ènø ¨ ¹ õ ±�© ¹ õ ©Å± ¥ Õ Ï�« begins after polymorphism òö · Õ Òù»ç÷ Ènø ¨ ¹ õ ±�© ¹ õ ©Å± ¥ Õ Ò�« begins after polymorphism òö ®1® ·µÍ�Ï�±)·µÍJÒ�²G²µ» ®1® ·�Õ)Ïn±)·�Õ-Ò�²1²
Proof.

1. From (1), we have that the incorporated parts of the
alleles yield identical superimposed histograms.



2. The multiset formed by the unincorporated parts of ú$û
and ú/ü equals the multiset formed by the unincorpo-
rated parts of ý�û and ý ü , and so any continuation of þGÿ
will yield identical superimposed histograms for the
given witness.

Thus, as a first nogood generation rule, we could
search for the shortest prefix þ�ÿ for which the conditions
of Prop. 2 hold. However, we can do better than that.
Given such an þ�ÿ , we observe that a dispensation orderþ�ÿ ÿ will also be non-separating provided that þGÿ ÿ yields
the same sequence of peaks for the witness alleles, pos-
sibly interspersed with zero-height peaks. Namely, ifþ ÿ ÿ�� � û þ ÿ û������ ��� þ ÿ � where ��	 is a sequence of nucleotides
such that each ��	 will generate zero-height peaks for the
witness alleles. How can we compute � 	 ? Let


 	 denote
consider the set of exposed nucleotides after the ���� dis-
pensation of þ :
 	 � ������������������ þ��������! #"%$&$�')(������������������ þ��������  +* $&$�')(������������������ þ��������-,&"%$&$�')(������������������ þ�������� ,* $&$�'
We have that the nucleotides that may occur in �.	 are ex-
actly those that don’t occur in


 	�/ û .
We are now ready to present an improved nogood gen-

eration rule in the following proposition:

Proposition 3 Let þ be a dispensation order satisfying (1)
and (2) for alleles ú û �	ú/ü0�2ý û �)ý�ü and polymorphism 1 . Let þGÿ
be a prefix of þ satisfying the conditions of Prop. 2. Then
any dispensation order þGÿ ÿ generated by the regular ex-
pression � � û�2 þ�ÿ û������ ��� 2 þ�ÿ �43�3�3 $ where ��	 �5��6 �&78��9:�&;8'=<
 	�/ û also satisfies (1) and (2) for ú�û>�	ú ü �2ý�û)�)ý ü and 1 .

Proof. By construction, the � 	 will generate zero-
height peaks for the witness alleles.

Thus, each nogood is computed as a regular expres-
sion, or for efficiency, as the corresponding finite automa-
ton. In each application of Ordering Rule, the rule checks
that the dispensation order þ obtained from the rewritten
template is not recognized by any nogood.

Example 2
Consider:?

Original template: 7 ü ��6 ûA@ 7 û $ � 7 ûB@ ; ûB@ 6 û $; û .?
Tentative rewritten linear template: 7 2C6�2 7 2 ; 2 .?
Tentative dispensation order þ : CACT.?
Alleles and corresponding histograms:� � 	 C A C T

1 D 7E78� 6 ��78��;EF 2 1 1 1
2 D 7E78��7:��78��;EF 4 0 0 1
3 D 7E78� 6 �&;���;EF 2 1 0 2
4 D 7E78��7:�&;���;EF 3 0 0 2
5 D 7E78� 6 � 6 ��;EF 2 2 0 1
6 D 7E78��7:� 6 ��;EF 3 1 0 1?
þ is not separating, for allele combinations �HG ��IJ$ and��K �&LJ$ yield identical superimposed histograms, and
for the polymorphism ��6 ûB@ 7 û $ we have that:

�M��6 ��7:'M' �N�M� � ü	ü �&�PO ü 'M'RQ�S�M� �-T ü �&�PU ü 'M' �N�J� 78�&7:'M'?
CA is a prefix of þ satisfying the conditions of Prop. 2,
witness:

� C A ������� þ���VW�&� 	 $ �&����� þ���XM��� 	 $ �&����� þ�� G ��� 	 $
2 4 0 CCCCT T T
3 2 1 CCATT ATT TT
4 3 0 CCCTT TT TT
6 3 1 CCCAT AT T

? 
ZY �N� 7�'E� 
 û �S��6 ��;8' .?
Regular expression constructed according to Prop. 3:

��6 @ 9 @ ;W$ 2 7 � 7 @ 9[$ 2 6 3�3�3

The following example compares the two nogood gen-
eration schemes on one example taken from a real-life test
suite.

Example 3
Given template:

��6 ûB@ 7 ûB@ ; û $ ��6 û\@ 7 ûB@ ; ûB@ 9 û $ ��6 ûB@ 7 ûB@ ; û $7 û ; û 9 û 7 û 6 û ; û �^] @ 7 û $�9 û 6 û 7 û ; û
No separating dispensation order exists for this tem-

plate. The following table shows for the two schemes: the
number of nogoods generated, the number of times that
a partial dispensation order was found to match some no-
good resp. not match any nogood, and the total execution
time:

By Prop. 2 By Prop. 3
# nogoods generated 1095 2
# some nogood matched 10189 12430
# no nogood matched 26565 10644
execution time (msec) 242000 4500

6 Search Procedure

We could let the search procedure simply perform a back-
track search over all possible rewrites, stopping as soon
as a separating dispensation order is found. However, we
would like to find a dispensation order that is as short as
possible. Recall that the Ordering Rule tries the rewrite
that tends to give the shortest dispensation order first. So
we would like to minimize the number of times that the
Ordering Rule is allowed to try a non-first rewrite on any
branch. This idea is tantamount to Limited Discrepancy
Search (Harvey & Ginsberg 1995). In Alg. 1, we show
how this can be done.

The �&��_=�&`a�&��b�cWd procedure performs a search with a
given discrepancy limit e , bounding the number of times
that the Ordering Rule is allowed to try a non-first rewrite.
The application of that rule on line 8 will create a choice-
point. The backtrack statement on line 17 will make the
procedure backtrack to the most recently created choice-
point, causing the rule to try another rewrite.

The ����_=��`a�&� procedure calls �&��_=�&`a�&��b�cWd with stepwise
increased e , until either a solution is found, or the discrep-
ancy limit is not reached. Throughout the search, nogoods
are accumulated and help prune the search tree.

7 Future and Related Work

In order to generalize the handling of the separation
property from diploid to f -ploid genomes, the following
straightforward changes need to be made:

1. Witnesses must consist of G f alleles and a polymor-
phism.

2. In the constraint system (1), we need variablesúû)� 3�3�3 �	ú � and ý�û0� 3�3�3 �)ý � and a G fhgji matrix k .

3. The constraints (1) and (2), the definition of

 	 , and

Propositions 2 and 3 must be generalized to takingú û � 3�3�3 �	ú � and ý û � 3�3�3 �)ý � into account.



PROCEDURE l�m�n=l�o+p�mMq^rJs�r>tvu
1: erase all nogoods and candidate orders
2: wyx{z
3: while |�l&m�n=l&oap&m�}�~W�8qHrJs�r�tHs&w�u do
4: if the discrepancy limit w was reached then
5: w�x�w����
6: else
7: warning: no separating dispensation order
8: r�t:x the first saved candidate order
9: return

PROCEDURE l�m�n=l�o+p�m�}�~W��q^rJs�r>t�s�wEu=��q����W�^���:s����>���Wu
1: loop
2: rewrite r into r�t t using all rules but Ordering Rule
3: if r�t t contains a polymorphism then
4: if w���z then
5: apply Ordering Rule to r>t t giving r ,
6: trying the first rewrite only
7: else
8: apply Ordering Rule to r>t t giving r ,
9: trying any rewrite

10: w�x�w\���
11: else if r�t t is separating then
12: r�t:x�r�t t
13: return ���)�P�
14: else
15: save r�t t as a candidate order
16: compute and assert a nogood
17: backtrack

Algorithm 1: Rewriting a variable region

As an extension of the work reported herein, we have
used a constraint programming approach (Hentenryck
1989) to solve the problem of multiplexed analysis, i.e.
generating a single dispensation order for multiple input
templates describing a mixture of samples. This is done by
merging dispensation orders computed by our algorithm
in such a way that the ability to genotype each sample is
retained.

Our algorithm is the successor of another algorithm,
which handled SNPs and indels, but not general input tem-
plates. The previous algorithm5 can roughly be described
as a greedy algorithm. It did not decompose the problem
into (i) computing individual dispensation orders and (ii)
multiplexing them. Our algorithm has been encapsulated
into a Pyrosequencing software module.

8 Conclusion

We have described a dispensation order generation algo-
rithm for genotyping using the Pyrosequencing method.
The input template of the algorithm is a slightly restricted
regular expressions over the DNA strings that can occur
in a given sample. The algorithm computes a dispensation
order that allows for determining, for each polymorphism
in the input template, the genotype of any sample.

We conjecture without proof that if a valid dispensation
order exists, the algorithm will find it.

The algorithm has the structure of a non-deterministic
rewrite system, which gives rise to a search tree. We have
shown that within any branch of the search tree, the rewrite
system is confluent and terminating. We prune the search
tree by using a strong nogood generator, which generalizes
non-separating dispensation orders into regular expres-
sions. We focus the search for short dispensation orders by
using limited discrepancy search. The algorithm was im-
plemented in SICStus Prolog (Carlsson et al. 1995), mak-
ing heavy use of Prolog’s unique capabilities for backtrack
search, dynamic predicates, and symbolic computation.

We described the algorithm assuming samples from a
diploid genome, and then showed how to generalize it to

5A proprietary, unpublished algorithm.

general � -ploid genomes. We outlined how to extend it
to multiplexed analysis and briefly compared it with an
existing algorithm.
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